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Pale Cascade is a unique masterpiece design, the 

modern prints on this 13" × 13" HEX glass mosaic 

collection bring high-end feeling to your cozy home. 

Home’s Pro is proud of providing such a Pale 

Cascade product to the Canada market to fulfill the 

high-end customers needed.

SILVER

Alumimun Glass

BLEND HEX 3 IN.

LIGHT GREY

GLACIER
SILVER

GYS-008

Pale Cascade

Pale Cascade is exquisite and compact, with 
Glacier feel color combination, which can create 
beautiful patterns of different styles. The type 
of Pale Cascade is not monotonous, but gentle 
and delicate, and the quality can definitely 
withstand the years  tempering

MOSAIC  |  Pale Casade



Moonfall created after the Pale Cascade series  

designed, the Concept designing Moonfall series is 

providing more option to our value customers. 

Home’s Pro is proud of providing such a Pale Cascade 

and Moonfal product to the Canada market to fulfill 

the high-end customers needed.

DARKSILVER

Alumimun Glass

BLEND HEX 3 IN.

DARK GREY

MYSTERIOUS

SHADOW

Moonfall
GYS-007

Create a whimsical backs-plash, accent wall or 
shower surround with the Moonfall mosaic series. 
The hexagon elements are more vivid and flexible 
visual effects and more color impact.

MOSAIC  |  Moonfall



6×2 IN.  |  GLASS

ICEBORNEGYS-010

LIGHT

With the maze-like intrigue it 

delivers to walls. This textured, 6 

x 2 glass mosaic  is both simple 

and bold at the same time due to 

its neutral, clean white color 

combined with a texture and size 

that keep people guessing. 

Geometric design has never been 

so easy to incorporate into a 

contemporary space.

LIGHT  |  DARK

GYS-009

DARK

Warm tones and realistic 
lines designed, Simple and 
elegant also fit into most 
kitchen and 
bathroom,perfect for your 
cozy home 

Low-key luxury display, 
vaguely conveying the 
meaning of mysterious 
temperament, making your 
space beautiful and intriguing

6×2 IN.  |  GLASS

DARKSTAR

6×2 IN.  |  GLASS

Volie



Kirin
Add some calming personality to your home with 

this beautiful pattern that evokes Kelly-

greenpalm leaves laid against the dark night sky. 

This 2" × 2" encaustic tile can be rotated to create 

different patterns.

GYS-011

BLEND HEX 2 IN.  |  MARBLE

CALACATTA LOOK

LIKE WHAT YOU SEE?

There are more great 
ideas where that came 

from! Visit homespros.ca 
to view more patterns 

that can
 be created with

this tile.



Lantern

MOSAIC  |  POLISHED

T R A N Q U  I L
The Tranquil mosaic tile series shakes up 

typical tile conventions by showcasing a 

clean trellis design with your choice of 

clean white accents. Tasteful enough for 

entryway flooring, bathrooms or kitchens, 

this wavy arabesque stone tile features a 

sleek border around each shape. Your 

guests will surely compliment the 

sophisticated and textured touch this 

subtly contrasting tile offers. 

Pagoda



MARBLE  

BLEND HERRINGBONE
1 x 3 IN.  |  MARBLE

NATUR AL STONE
GYS-1006

Nothing compares to the authentic look 

of natural stone. With naturally 

occurring variations, no two pieces are 

exactly alike, so your design will always 

be a one-of-a-kind work of art. Marble 

enhances homes with classically elegant 

and timeless style. Our extensive natural 

stone selection makes it easy to 

coordinate within collections, and create 

a seamless design.

Yu Long
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Folhas Quartzo 18×35 in., 496017

GYS-065

4×4 IN.  |  
MARBLE TILE

WHITE

EXCLUSIVE
The Exclusive tile series brings a 

unique, fresh twist to a design that 

resembles leaves flowing in the 

wind. The 3-D leafy pattern on the 

4" × 4" small-format tile is available 

in glossy white. Add a subtle dash 

of organic feeling to your modern 

living space with the Exclusive 

marble tile series.

Pandora



READY FOR 

MORE INSPIRATION?

Visit Homespros.ca 
to see  the gorgeous 
patterns these tiles 
create in their full 

glory.

W-9958

12×16 IN.  |  
METAL AND GLASS

W-9858

12×16 IN.  |  
METAL AND GLASS

UNIQUE
W-9858 and W-9858 Metal and Glass mosaics provide a special texture to the interior 

decoration. The top-quality design on the 12" × 16" Metal and Glass Mosaic is available in 

either stunning dark-theme or light-theme finishes. Adding the elegant atmosphere to 

your modern living space with the NW-9858 and W-9858 Metal and Glass mosaics .

12×16 IN.  |  METAL AND GLASS

Cedric 
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